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“Jag skulle väldigt gärna att de kunde medverka och 
reflektera kring hur vi ser och sett på på mark, 
markägande och makten över marken sett i relation till 
samhällbyggande; det var lantmätarna som byggde 
landet - utan att veta vem som ägde vad hade vi inga 
fasta värden att belåna t.ex. Men hur skall man se på 
mark och markägande idag när stadsbyggnadens och 
infrastrukturens behov av mark står mot långsiktig 
försörjning med mat?”

I Nationens Intresse!
Om marken som strategisk nationell resurs – historiskt och i 

framtiden.? ?

?



! Landskapr
1) Conditions in a land, its 
character [-skap/-ship/-scape], its 
traditions or customs; [its 
practices and habitus] 
2) The organization of things in 
a land [from inside]; 
3) Landskap district [finite area/
place].
Fritzner (1886-1896). Ordbog om Det Gamle Norske Sprog. 
! !

Things, as organized by 
the Öland community 

þing place on Öland 
commons 

Folketinget, 
Copenhagen

Copenhagen 
Courthouse



Bruno LaTour: “It turns out that the oldest meaning of the English and 
German word for ‘thing’ concerns an assembly brought together to 
discuss disputed matters of concern. Hence the choice [we have 
made] of the slogan “FROM REALPOLITIK TO DINGPOLITIK”.... What 
we are trying to do is compare modernist with non-modern attitudes 
to objects. In effect, we are moving FROM OBJECTS TO THINGS.... 
there are many other types of gatherings which are not political in the 
customary sense, but which bring a public together around things: 
scientific laboratories, technical projects, supermarkets, financial 
arenas —THE MARKET PLACE IS A PARLIAMENT, TOO —, churches, 
as well as around the disputed issues of natural resources like rivers, 
landscapes, animals, temperature and air —THE PARLIAMENTS OF 
NATURE. All these phenomena have devised a bewildering set of 
techniques of representation that have created the real political 
landscape in which we live, breathe and argue. Hence the question 
that can be raised in respect of all of them is: they may be 
assemblages, but can they be turned into real assemblies?” 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

http://www.bruno-latour.fr/expositions/
002_parliament.html

Bruno LaTour
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tingsted
common thing 
place

Commons

Use Rights
to common things

Multifunctional Landscape

strategic

Medieval
& 

Early Modern 
Period



Common Use 
Rights (Sustainable: 
Use them or lose them!)
Crown: Large trees (strategic)
Nobility & Royalty: hunting of 
large game animals, Ordinary 
trees
Farmers: farm; hunting small 
game; grazing on commons 
proportionate to farm size, 
coppices and underbrush.
Etc.

Ownership
Rights to objects

Medieval
& 

Early Modern Period

Multifunctional Resilient Landscape



Verderers’ Court

(common“thing” 
assembly) Use Rights

Verderer (Manor owner with property rights)

commoner



The autonomous province of 
Trentino in the Dolomite Alps 

exemplifies a “landscape” place 
that might be called a present 

day version of an ancient 
Scandinavian landscape polity. 

Though mountainous and 
marginal it has become one of 
the wealthiest regions in Italy.

commons managed 
by municipality/assembly 
(kommune) of Canal San 

Bovo

Area Total
125.5 km2 (48.5 sq mi)

Population (31 August 2007)
 • Total 1,652
 • Density 13/km2 (34/sq mi)

Regional Natural Park
Ente Parco Paneveggio Pale di San Martino

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE



Verderers’ Court 
(common“thing

” assembly) 

New “Forest”
(Commons)

1079

“What 'belongs' to no-one 
is both common & 

‘belongs’ to the Crown.”

strategic
William I ca. 1066/”owner” 

strategic

strategic

Use Rights

Verderer

commoner

strategic: (food security)



Verderers’ 
Court 

“New” Forest
(Commons)

2013

“What belongs to no-one 
anywhere -— ‘belongs’ 

to the Crown/Nation-
State/'Agencies'.”

strategic (biodiversity)

strategic (biodiversity/climate)

strategic 
(biodiversity/health/

&recreation ((common right 
to roam))

strategic: (food security?/biodiversity)

Verderers’ Court 
(common“thing” 

assembly) 

Verderer/”Owner”

Use Rights

commoner

pigs



During the Renaissance, with the rise of trade and the money economy, wealthy 
individuals began to enclose and alienate common lands regulated by use rights, 
transforming them into estates governed by property rights.  The re-discovery of 
the Ptolemaic map not only facilitated the division of the land into regular 
measurable properties, its underlying grid was experienced as representing an 
underlying and abstract ideal (Platonic) geometric spatial unity by which the 
abstract exchange value of the property could be measured.  



Ver$cal	  top	  down	  perspec$ve	  

HorizontalPtolemaic cartographic 
representational 
techniques also 
provided a means of 
representing the land 
with scenic landscape 
properties from a 
horizontal perspective.

Drawing by Albrecht Dürer, (1471-1582)



! ! Landscape [post Renaissance]:

1)! "A region; the prospect of a country" [place formed from inside]

2)! "A picture, representing an extent of [infinite] 
space, with the various OBJECTS in it [space seen 
from outside]”

Samuel Johnson, (1755). A Dictionary of the English Language. 



“The Peace of Westphalia (1648) … linked sovereignty to territory, stipulating that states hold exclusive 
power within their territories, and thereby delegitimizing other forms of polity lacking a uniform central 
government and clearly defined territorial boundaries.”  But the centralizing nascent nation states were 
not:

… merely interested in claiming sovereignty over a quantifiable territorial space and utilizing this 
space optimally ….  It also endowed the territory with a symbolic quality that it took to be the source 
of the cultural and spiritual identity of the nation.  The territory ceased to be merely a physical space, 
but assumed in addition the status of a primeval ground that brought forth and nurtured national 
culture and history.

This was accomplished,“by depicting particular portions of the earth as holistic units” which were called 
“landscapes,” and which were closely linked to a parallel “landscape” pictorial tradition in the arts that 
viewed the national landscape as a framed perspectival space organized by the eye.  

Chenxi Tang (2008) The Geographic Imagination of Modernity. Standford, Stanford University Press

Landscape Before
Landscape After



This	  mode	  of	  represen$ng	  land	  
created	  a	  way	  of	  conceptualizing	  
and	  legi$mizing	  land	  as	  a	  (God	  
given)	  abstract	  quantum	  which	  can	  
be	  divided,	  sold,	  taxed	  and	  
controlled,	  fair	  and	  square,	  by	  the	  
state	  in	  terms	  of	  square,	  right	  
angled,	  “proper$es”	  	  containing	  an	  
assemblage	  of	  physical	  things/
objects	  that	  have	  become	  private	  
property.	  	  It	  thus	  became	  
legi$mate	  to	  “alienate”	  common	  
land,	  build	  a	  wall	  around	  it,	  treat	  it	  
as	  private	  property	  and	  give	  it	  
exchange	  value	  as	  an	  economic	  and	  
ar$s$c	  theater	  of	  ac$on.	  



Qualita'vely	  different	  things	  are	  
reduced	  to	  assemblages	  of	  
quan'ta've	  objects	  within	  the	  
geometric	  space	  of	  the	  map	  or	  
pictorial	  landscape	  
representa'on.
“The things that are ultimately 
'real', that is numbers, visual scenes, 
and goods, are precisely what the 
[cartographic/perspectival 
landscape] system allows to be 
presented as such.  The system 
becomes both the source of reality, 
it articulates what is real, and 
provides the means of 'describing' 
this reality as if it were some 
domain external and prior to itself.” 

                    Brian Rotman, philosopher 



The map and the perspectival landscape 
drawing give oversight, but, “in a beautiful 
contradiction, the word ‘oversight’ exactly 
captures the two meanings of this 
domination by sight, since it means at once 
looking at something from above and 
ignoring it" 
Bruno Latour (1999). Pandora' s Hope Essays on the Reality of  Science 

Studies. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press: 78-79, 38.

allemansrätten
=

common use 
right to “things”

"property right"/
object approach



“Landskap:
Insikt [insight]/Utsikt [scenic view/

oversight/over look]”?

Landscape 2)! "A picture, representing 
an extent of [infinite] space, with the 
various OBJECTS in it [seen from 
outside].” Samuel Johnson, (1755). A Dictionary of the English 
Language.

Therese Wallgren
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Water
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Placeless  “Voodoo” Food
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North

Neo-Liberal Globalist Economics

Milton Friedman

Placeless FoodDeconstructed Food = Strategically 
Vulnerable Food



The success of modern agribusiness, however, also has 
lead to a landscape polarization, with agricultural 

intensification producing placeless food on the best 
soils and agricultural “extensification” and relative 
abandonment on more marginal areas (commons), 
throughout Europe, often with a resulting loss of 
biological and cultural diversity, and sometimes 

contributing to disaster – e.g. the severe wild fires in 
southern Europe that may owe to climate change. 

Öland’s Alvar 
Commons



 This polarization has also 
lead to a loss of 

gastronomic  and bio-
diversity due to the loss of 

the cultural heritage 
represented by products 

(certain cheeses, dried and 
cured meats etc.) coming 
from the peripheralized 
areas.  This is probably 

why Polarbröd uses 
landscape scenes of 

Norrland “commons” to 
advertise its products.



 och vete till vetegluten fra Littauen

But how 
would it sell 
if instead of 
pictures of 
Norrland’s 
“commons” 
they used 
landscape 

scenes from 
the places 

from which 
their 

ingredients 
actually 
come?



The enclosure of our commons, meaning our multiple use 
environment, to which we have inherited common use rights, is 
actually more than a question of the enclosure of agricultural land 
for other uses.  As Negri and Hardt put it:”It is no coincidence that 
so many scholars of intellectual property and the Internet use 
terms like an electronic and creative commons or the new 
enclosures of the Internet, because the current processes recall 
the earliest [enclosures] . . . There is a distinct Baroque, 
neofeudal flavor to today’s privatizations – the privatization of 
knowledges, information, communications networks, affective 
relationships, genetic codes, natural resources, and so forth.  The 
rising biopolitical productivity of the multitude is being undercut 
and blocked by the processes of private appropriation.”
	 	 	 	 	 Michael Hardt/Antonio Negri, Multitude  



“[There is] a particular logic that has a central place in the structure of 
modern thought.  I call this the logic of inversion.  What it does, in a 
nutshell, is to turn the pathways along which life is lived into 
boundaries within which it is enclosed.  Life, according to this logic, is 
reduced to an internal property of things that occupy the world but do 
not, strictly speaking, inhabit it.  A world that is occupied but not 
inhabited, that is filled with existing things rather than woven from the 
strands of their coming-into-being, is a world of space.” 

Tim Ingold (2009). “Against Space: Place, Movement, Knowledge. “

We are are, ourselves, part 
of this modern “enclosure 

movement” when we 
persist in representing our 

common landscape as 
objectified things located 

within the abstract spatial 
framework of property, 

rather than as the 
common things which are 
of common concern  to all 

of us as inhabitants of a 
polity.


